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Course Description:
Welcome to Research Methods! This course provides an overview of the design and conduct of
psychological research. Together, we will examine the ethical, design, measurement, and dissemination
issues that researchers face in their studies of human and animal behavior and thought. You will also have
hands-on opportunities to apply and practice your research skills by designing and carrying out your own
psychological research study. Please feel free to ask questions at any point along the way – many of these concepts
and skills will be unfamiliar to you, and I encourage you to be active in resolving areas of confusion.

Course Structure:
This course meets twice a week for 140 minutes and bears 1.5 credits. The course has two
components: (1) a lecture component in which background and concepts regarding the design and conduct
of psychological research will be presented and discussed; and (2) a lab component in which you will apply
the ideas from lecture to class exercises and the design and execution of a group research project. You will
present the results of your group project in both APA manuscript form and as a formal poster at the
Psychology Department’s Annual Research Colloquium on April 24, 2008. The first half of the course will
be more lecture-based; as we move toward the second half of the course, we will devote more time to the
lab component, including your group project. All sections of this course will follow the same basic course
structure, but there will be some differences in content, scheduling, and grading. In this section, class
sessions will be a combination of lecture, discussion, and individual/group exercises. Though not a formal
component of your course grade, class participation is required.

Group Work:
A substantial portion of this course involves working in a group. Each group will select a research
topic, review the relevant literature(s), formulate research hypotheses, design a study that tests those
hypotheses, write and orally present a research proposal, collect primary data, analyze and interpret their
empirical findings, write an APA-style manuscript about the study, and prepare and present a formal
research poster in a talk at the Psychology Department Research Colloquium in April. Collaborating with
peers on a project is a valuable aspect of the learning process that entails cooperation, compromise,
accountability. No matter where your studies take you, you will likely be working with colleagues in some
capacity, and this project will provide you hands-on practice. Please note, however, that there are some
risks associated with this kind of project. Ideally, each member of the group should contribute equally to the
work, with no one member doing too much or too little. It is expected that all group members will
contribute equally to every stage of the research project. Thus, each group member will receive the same
grade for group-related assignments. However, I will monitor individual contributions to the project and
adjust grades as necessary.

Scientific Writing:
One main objective of this course is the development of American Psychological Association (APA)
style scientific writing skills. We will spend much time in class reviewing the specific details of APA style,
and you will also have many opportunities to practice various stages of the scientific writing process through
in-class writing workshops. In addition, the report of your group research project will be written
incrementally throughout the semester. You will write and revise several drafts of your paper, thus
experiencing first-hand the developmental nature of scientific writing. Through this process, you will see
that a good manuscript matures with each critical evaluation. Improvements across drafts require you first
to notice, then actively work to correct, areas of weakness. I encourage you to take every opportunity to
practice your scientific writing. I am happy to work with you in this regard.

Course Objectives:
In sum, this course has several goals. During our time together, I hope that you will: (a) build
knowledge regarding the design and conduct of psychological research; (b) apply this knowledge to the
design and conduct of your own group research project; (c) appreciate and apply appropriate ethical
considerations in the design and conduct of your project; (d) learn to use statistical software (SPSS) to
analyze your research results; (e) improve your scientific writing skills; and (f) strengthen your ability to
communicate research findings orally before an academic audience. And remember, please feel comfortable
asking questions at any time during the course!

Course Requirements
Exams (50%)
Midterm I (non-cumulative)
Midterm II (non-cumulative)
Final Exam (cumulative; oral)

20%
15%
15%

Assignments & Quizzes (15%)
Research Project (35%)
Proposal
Final Report (oral presentation & paper)

18%
17%
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